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Abstract—SMART is a new tool designed to allow various high-level stochastic modeling formalisms (such as stochastic Petri nets and queueing networks) to be described in a uniform environment and solved using a variety of solution techniques, including numerical methods and simulation. Since SMART is intended as a research tool, it is written in a modular way that permits the easy integration of new solution algorithms.

I. SMART LANGUAGE

Models are described to SMART using a strongly-typed, declarative language. The three basic predefined types for the objects defined in SMART are:

- bool: true or false.
- int: integer values.
- real: real values (machine-dependent precision).

Composite types can be defined using the concepts of:

- sets: collection of homogeneous objects.
- arrays: multidimensional data structures of homogeneous objects indexed by the elements of a set.
- aggregates: analogous to the Pascal “record”.

A type can be further modified by the following natures, which describe stochastic characteristics:

- const (the default): a non-stochastic quantity.
- ph or rand: a random variable.
- proc: a stochastic process indexed by time.

Declaration of new functions with parameters is allowed. Functions can be recursive:

int fact(int n) := if(n==0,1,n*fact(n-1));

Functions can be overloaded, as long as they can be distinguished by the types of their formal parameters. Function calls can pass parameters by position or by name:

int raiseo(int base, int exp) := ...;
... raiseo(2,16);
raiseo(exp:=16, base:=2);

Parameters can be assigned default values that are used if the passed parameter is the keyword default or if not all of the named parameters are specified:

real root(real arg, int n:=2) := ...;
... root(arg:=64, n:=3); /* 4 */
root(64, default); /* 8 */
root(arg:=64, n:=default); /* 8 */
root(arg:=64); /* 8 */

Arrays are functions declared within a for statement. The dimensionality of the array is determined by the enclosing for iterators. Conceptually, the indices of the array along each dimension are the elements of a finite set, hence it is legal to define arrays with real indices. For example,

for (int s in {1...5}, real f in {1..s..0.1}) {
    real res[s][f] := MyModel(s,f).out1;
}

stores the results of a parametric study of MyModel in array res, where the output measure out1 is computed when the first input parameter ranges from one to five and the second one ranges from one to the value of the first parameter, with a step of one-tenth.

For approximate solutions based on stochastic decomposition [4], fixed-point iterations can be specified using the converge statement:

converge {
    real x guess 1.0;
    real y := fy(x, y);
    real x := fx(x, y);
}

The iterations stop when two subsequent x values (and y values) differ by less than ε in either relative or absolute terms. The values for x and y are updated either immediately or at the end of each iteration. Both ε and the updating criterion are fine-tuned using option statements.

The converge and for statements can be nested arbitrarily within each other.

II. RANDOM VARIABLES

SMART can manipulate discrete and continuous phase-type distributions, which correspond to the ph int and ph real types. An operation on a ph type produces another ph type if phase-type distributions are closed under that operation; otherwise, the result is a rand type:

ph int X := geometric(0.7);
ph int Y := discreteuniform(1,5);
ph int sumXY := X+Y;
ph int prodX := 4*X;
ph int chooseXY := choose(0.4:X, 0.6:Y);
ph int minXY := min(X, Y);

However, mixing ph int and ph real, or performing other operations not guaranteed to result in a phase-type distri-
bution, forces SMART to consider the random variable as generally distributed:

```c
rand int diffXY := X-Y;
rand real sumXY := 4.5+X;
rand int prodXY := X*Y;
```

The resulting random variables can then be manipulated only via Montecarlo methods (not yet implemented).

### III. Model formalisms

The declaration of a model is similar to that of a function. Instead of a return value, a model declaration specifies a block that defines the model. A model definition consists of three parts: declarations, specification, and user measures. Components of the model, such as the places and transitions of a Petri net, are defined in the declaration section. The model is then specified by calling formalisms-specific functions. In the case of a Petri net, these are functions that specify such things as the structure of the net, the firing times of the transitions, the initial marking, and so on. Measures are declared as user-defined functions that compute some quantity of interest, such as the expected number of tokens in a given place. Measures are the only part of a model that can be accessed outside of the model definition block. Example model code is shown in Figure 1, the associated Petri net is shown in Figure 2.

The design of SMART allows for relatively easy addition of new model formalisms.

### IV. Distributed version

SMART can distribute work on a network of workstations in two ways: large models can be solved using distributed algorithms, and different models can be solved simultaneously on different machines.

#### A. Distributed algorithms

Following the ideas in [1], the state space of any discrete-state model can be explored using a distributed algorithm. If N workstations are available, the resulting state space is partitioned in N classes, one per workstation. We are currently implementing the distributed numerical solution of the process, assuming it is a Markov chain. This approach provides the ability of solving large models by exploiting the overall available memory.

#### B. Concurrent solutions

In many cases, the same model needs to be solved for a large number of parameter combinations. These can be easily specified using the array feature in SMART, which is then able to maintain a pool of jobs to be sent to remote hosts. SMART builds a dependency graph, so that solutions that depend on previous results wait until those results have been computed.

This is by far the most efficient use of multiprocessing, provided each solution is small enough to fit in the main memory of the processor to which it is assigned. The amount of communication is limited to a scheduler sending solution requests to the remote hosts, and receiving back the requested measures.

### V. Advanced features

Various experimental implementations are ongoing in the SMART project. These are being used to assess the effectiveness of new algorithms and data-structures.

#### A. State-space storage

Since the generation and storage of the state space is a major component of any state-space based solution technique, we have investigated more efficient strategies than
the straightforward breadth-first approach using a single search tree for the currently known portion of the state space. We have implemented in SMART a general multi-level method, which allows to store large state space with (asymptotically) a small constant amount of memory per reachable state (e.g., one byte), regardless of the complexity of the model [2]. An additional advantage is that the execution time is reduced as well.

We are also investigating the use of binary-decision diagrams (BDDs) for the same purpose [7].

B. Kronecker algebra

We have also begun an implementation of general solution methods based on Kronecker operators for the storage of the transition rate matrix. Unlike approaches based on the potential state space [5], [8], [9], we use the actual state space, which is often much smaller [3].

The state-space storage technique mentioned in the previous section is employed here to reduce the computational overhead.

C. Numerical solvers

In addition to the more traditional numerical solution algorithms (Power, Gauss-Seidel), we are exploring multigrid-like methods [6] and the automatic computation of optimal relaxation parameters.
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